Abstract-In the present paper, the parametric decay instability of the pump X-mode into electron Bernstein wave (EBW) near second harmonics of electron cyclotron frequency and IBVV at different harmonics (LJ < nui cl ;n = 2,3,4) is examined. Expressions are derived for homogenous threshold, growth rate and convective threshold for this instability. Applications and relevances of the present investigation to ionospheric modification experiment in the F-layer of the ionosphere as well as during intense electron cyclotron resonance heating in the upcoming MTX tokamak have been given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial heating of the ionosphere by using ground based transmitters operating in the radio frequency range has become a powerful means for studying plasma processes in the ionosphere [1, 2] . Many experiments [3, 7] have been performed in the last several years at different ionospheric modification facilities. When a powerful high frequency pump wave impinges upon the ionosphere, it may generate secondary electromagnetic (EM) waves in the high frequency sidebands. These EM waves can exit from the ionosphere and be detected on remote locations such as the ground [8] - [9] . The frequency range of these escaping waves, sometimes extend more than 100 kHz around the pump wave [10] . The phenomenon of secondary EM wave generation in the ionosphere has been called "stimulated electromagnetic emission" (SEE) [11] [12] [13] [14] . The escaped EM emissions from the ionosphere were monitored directly on the ground with a spectrum analyzer connected to a receiving antenna. This SEE technique was introduced in 1981 at Tromso heating facility [8] . A comprehensive study of the SEE phenomenon was given by Stubbe et al. [3] . The systematically occurring spectral features of the SEE spectra, both downshifted and upshifted from the pump, have been observed [5, 8, 9] . The sideband emissions are situated asymmetrically around the primary heater wave reflected from the ionosphere, where the lower and upper sidebands contain different amounts of energy. Thide et al. [8, 9] suggested that the asymmetry observed in the SEE spectra, with more energy in the downshifted portion than in the upshifted, is due to parametric decay instability. Stubbe et al. [3] explained the features of some of the spectra by scatter process involving Langmuir waves and low frequency perturbations excited by the parametric decay instability. Since parametric decay inManuscript received June 11, 1993 ; revised November 18, 1993. This work was partially supported by DST India.
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stability generates electrostatic waves that cannot be observed by the SEE experiments, Thide et al. [14] suggested that the spectrum might be produced as a result of parametric decay instability process combined with a linear mode conversion process.
One of the earlier experiments on ionospheric heating using SEE technique was performed by Thide et al. [9] with the heating facility at Ramfjordmeon near Tromso, Norway. Ordinary electromagnetic wave (O mode) and extraordinary electromagnetic wave (X mode), having an effective radiating power (ERP) of 280 MW were used in these experiments. When heating was transmitting on 2759 kHz in the X-mode as a pump wave (which happens to be very nearly twice the local electron cyclotron frequency), they observed narrow peaks that formed a banded structure in the upper sideband. It was suggested that the observed spectral features might be due to the excitation of the ion Bernstein wave (IBW). Much work has been done in the field of parametric decay instabilities related to ionospheric modification experiments [15] [16] [17] . A detailed review of the parametric instabilities in the ionosphere has been written by Fejer [2] . However, none of these studies consider IBW as one of the decay waves with X-mode as a pump wave and hence not applicable to the Thide et al. experiment [9] . Recently, Tripathi and Sharma [18] studied the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) to explain the spectra observed in Thide experiment. More investigations are still needed to determine the competitive decay channels in order to explain these spectral features.
In the present paper the parametric decay instability of the pump X-mode into electron Bernstein wave (EBW) near second harmonics of electron cyclotron frequency and IBW at different harmonics (w < nu) c i\n = 2,3,4) is examined. Expressions have been derived for homogenous threshold, growth rate and convective threshold for this instability. These expressions appear in sec. II of the present paper. In sec. Ill application and relevance of the present investigation to ionospheric modification experiment in the F-layer of the ionosphere has been given.
In addition to ionospheric modification experiments, present decay process may also be useful in the Microwave Tokamak Experiment (MTX). Recent development in free electron lasers makes the generation of intense, pulsed, high frequency microwave power for the purpose of plasma heating near electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics feasible [19] . In the upcoming MTX tokamak at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the ordinary wave UJ O < w ce and the extraordinary wave with the frequency UJ O < 2w ce are proposed for electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) [20] . The intensity of these waves in the proposed experiment is sufficiently high (the electric field is as large as 500 kV/cm) [20] . Therefore, the excitation of parametric instabilities may be expected at such high powers. Some of these effects may be potentially deleterious to the desired propagation and absorption of the incident wave and must be carefully examined. Some of the parametric instabilities associated with the intense ECRH in the MTX tokamak were examined by Porkolab and Cohen [20] . However, this important decay channel of X-mode into EBW and IBW was not studied. It is also demonstrated in the present paper that this decay instability may compete other decay channels studied earlier by Porkolab and Cohen [20] .
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
Consider the propagation of an extraordinary electromagnetic pump wave along the x-axis in the plasma immersed in a static magnetic field B o = zB 0 . One can write the electric field of the pump (w o ,k o ) as
where,
are the electron plasma frequency and electron cyclotron frequency, respectively, U>H is the upper hybrid frequency and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Consider the decay instability of this high frequency electromagnetic wave (w o , fe o ) into an EBW (w_, fc_) and a low frequency IBW (uj,k). The energy and momentum conservations demand that u> -ui o = a;_ and k -k o = fc_. As k = xk x + zk z and k-= xk-x + zk-z , momentum conservation demands that k-x = k x -k ox , and k z = k-z . Here the subscripts o and -denote the pump wave and high frequency wave quantities respectively, and the unsubscripted symbols denote the low frequency quantities.
The equation for high frequency electrostatic wave can be deduced from the following equations of momentum balance, continuity and Poisson's equations:
where rij is the plasma density of the species j = i,e (i = ion, e = electron). Here, rrij,qj,Vj and v t j are the mass, charge, velocity and thermal velocity of the species j. Also, <f> is the electrostatic potential of the wave and Fj is given by (6) Combining (3), (4), and (5) and neglecting the ion motion, one can obtain the following expression for the high frequency Incorporating kinetic effects phenomenologically, in the above nonlinear wave equation for high frequency wave, the linear dielectric function of EBW is given by: Above dispersion relation for IBW [21] is valid only when Aj <g; 1. This suggests that the kinetic effects are weak for the IBW discussed in (16) . Therefore, the nonlinear interactions can be studied within the fluid model which for a magnetized plasma requires that A; <C 1. The IBW frequency lies just below the n th harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency for Xi <C 1 and asymptotically approaches the (n-l) th harmonics [22] as A; ~ 00. Hence the theory is valid with a very good approximation when w is close to nu ci . From (17), one can see that in the very low density region (w 2^ < UJ 2 -UJ 2^, this wave is an electron plasma wave but in the high density region (LJ 2 { > w 2 ), fc 2 becomes sufficiently large to allow the ion term to dominate over the electron term and the wave is an IBW [21] .
The equation governing the dynamics of the low frequency IBW ((n -l)<jj c i < w < noj c i) is given by =(^y A{-A e ) (18) where D n is given by (20) n=l Using the equations governing the dynamics of high and low frequency waves, one can make an analysis for decay instability. One can obtain the following equations for low frequency wave from (18) .
Here, the coupling coefficient M appearing in the above equation is given by 
,2\"
where and D n is given by (20) .
One can obtain the following nonlinear dispersion relation of the decay instability:
Letting w = UJ T + i^o, 7 O < w r , u>-r , one can obtain homogeneous growth rate (7 O ) from the following equation:
where \i and ^_, the coupling coefficients of IBW and EBW, are given by (22) and (21), respectively and (de/dw) and (de_/<9w_) can be obtained with the help of (16) and (9), respectively. T and F_ are the phenomenologically incorporated damping factors for IBW and EBW, respectively in the absence of pump wave. This damping is the sum of collisional, ion-cyclotron, electron and ion Landau damping. Depending on the parameters of the plasma and the wave, one damping may also dominate the other [21, 22] Considering the density gradient along the x axis (for tokamak plasmas), the convective threshold [23] for the decay of X-mode into EBW and IBW is given by
Here V_ and V are the group velocities of the decay waves along the gradient in the density direction and K^[=d{k xk-x -k ox )/dx for tokamak plasmas and =d{k z -fc_ zk oz )/dz for ionospheric plasmas] is the derivative of the mismatch along the direction of the inhomogeneity. The expressions for K.I, V, and V_ can be obtained with the help of (2), (15), and (9).
III. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
First, the application of the present investigation is pointed out to the ionospheric heating experiment by Thide et al. [9] . Taking the typical F-layer (160 km) ionospheric plasma (overdense plasma) parameters: N o = 7.0336 x 10 4 Cm" 3 ,5 o = 0.5026 G, f 0 = 2759.11 kHz (/ o < 2/ ce ),T e = 0.0624 eV, and Ti = 0.05 eV, the pump wave (X-mode) is found to be a slow X-mode. However, it is impossible to have a slow Xmode with a frequency that high, so, the pump wave cannot be a slow X-mode to start with. Therefore, this pump slow Xmode cannot be launched from the ground. If this is the case, the other possibility is that the pump wave is a fast X-mode, launched from the ground. As this fast X-mode propagates into a higher density plasma region, the wave will be partially reflected at the upper cutoff and partially tunneled through the evanescent region between the cutoff and the upper hybrid resonance. This partially tunneled fast X-mode is converted into two modes; one is the usual Bernstein mode, and the other the slow X-mode. This mode conversion process has been recently investigated [24] . The mode converted slow Xmode may propagate in the overdense ionospheric plasma and can sets off parametric instabilities. For the above Flayer parameters, the homogeneous threshold power, and the normalized growth rate (7 o /2o; C j) at the pump field E o = 0.3 V/m, have been calculated for the parametric decay instability for IBW in different frequency regimes. For the decay of the X-mode into EBW (/_ < 2/ ce ) and IBW (/ < 2f ci ), the homogenous threshold power and (7 0 /2w c i) comes out to be 2.26 x 10~8 W/cm 2 and 1.6 x 10" 2 respectively. It has been seen that the collisional damping is more important than the ion cyclotron damping for the set of plasma parameters chosen here. This is on account of the fact that the ratio of (w -nw c i)Ik\\v t i comes out to be 45 and this makes the ion cyclotron damping to be negligibly small. We have also plotted the graph showing the homogeneous threshold {Pth), and growth rate (7 O ) as a function of 2f ce -f o [ Fig. 1 ]. Further, it is found that the threshold power for this instability increases with the increase in the harmonic of IBW. The effective radiating power (ERP) in the Thide et al. experiment was 280 MW, which corresponds to an energy flux of8.7xlO~8 W/cm 2 for free space propagation at an altitude of 160 km. It is well known that the X-mode largely gets absorbed in D and E regions of the ionosphere. However, the present theory reveals that the nonlinear effects discussed above can be important if the surviving power of the X-mode is 25% of power flux expected for free space propagation at an altitude of 160 km.
Although the parametrically decay EBW and IBW cannot be directly observed in the SEE experiments, the skewed SEE spectrum might be produced as a result of a parametric decay process combined with a process that can convert the electrostatic turbulence into EM radiation [9] . It is also worthy to mention here that the present decay theory can also find application in ionospheric modification experiments where the X-mode is launched by using a transmitter at the top side of the F-layer in the ionosphere.
The feasibility of the parametric decay of the X-mode into EBW and IBW has been demonstrated using the energy and momentum conservations (phase matching) at the height of 160-170 km in the F-layer by taking realistic plasma parameters. The interaction maximizes at the point where phase matching conditions are satisfied. In the present case this height is about 160 km. It has also been demonstrated that the interaction involves IBW near second harmonics has lesser threshold than the higher harmonics of IBW. Therefore, second harmonics of IBW will be excited first in the present decay process. These decay waves may interact with each other (i.e., /i = 2u> c i -2w ce + 2nuj c i) and may produce IBW peaks in the upper sideband. Therefore, a banded structure may be formed in which peaks seem to be separated by multiples of O + cyclotron frequency in the upper sideband. The present interpretation is based on linear mechanism. To understand the complex spectra, one needs to account for nonlinear saturation mechanism which is beyond the scope of the present theory and needs extensive numerics. However, it definitely gives a clue for exploring this mechanism in depth including nonlinear saturation to explain the complex spectra.
Secondly, the relevance of the present investigation is pointed out for MTX tokamak plasma parameters. N o 8 .123 x 10 14 cm-3 ,5 o = 5.01 T,!* ~ 100eV,T e 1 00eV,u; o = 280GHz (<2w ce ), the homogenous threshold electric field comes out to be 0.12 kV/cm and the normalized growth rate (-y o /2uj c i) comes out to be 0.07 at the pump field of E o -50 kV/cm. Considering the inhomogeneity in density along the z-axis, the convective threshold electric field comes out to be 100 kV/cm for L = 10 cm (L: density inhomogeneity scale length). Comparing this decay process with the other decay process discussed by Porkolab and Cohen [20] , the convective threshold electric field is lowest for the present decay process at higher densities. Therefore, the decay of the X-mode into EBW and IBW will be excited first at higher densities. It is to be noted here that a pump field of 500 kV/cm is proposed in the MTX-tokamak. Hence, the parametric decay of extraordinary EM wave (w 0 < 2u> ce ) into EBW and IBW is also probable in an on-going MTX-tokamak experiment.
It must be mentioned here that the decay EBW and IBW are not very close to the multiples of cyclotron frequencies to make (26) invalid. To obtain (26), the dielectric functions are Taylor expended about the resonance frequencies. This requires that the successive derivatives 9e_/9w_, d 2 e_/dw 2 _, etc. as well as de/dui, d 2 e/duj 2 , etc.) are sufficiently small, which is not the case for frequencies very close to a multiple of to ce or uj c i. In the case of ionospheric plasma parameters, the successive derivatives are neglected when the pump field is just above the threshold electric field for the present decay process. However, in the case of MTX tokamak parameters, the expression for growth rate [(26)] is valid even for electric fields much above the threshold value.
In conclusion, it is demonstrated that the present decay instability is quite important during artificial heating of the ionosphere by the X-mode as well as during intense ECRH heating in the upcoming MTX tokamak.
